
The following document is a collection of ideas taken from Think Python, by Allen B.

Downey.

I. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

A. High-Level versus Low-Level Languages

A computer program is a set of instructions that one wishes a computer to carry out.

Carrying out the instructions is called “running the program”. Programs are written in

specific languages. Python is one of many high-level languages; others include FORTRAN

(implying “formula translation”), C,C++ and Java. High-level languages are to be distin-

guished from low-level languages, called “machine languages” or “assembly languages”. The

flow of ones and zeroes inside a computer microprocessor is actually controlled by a low-level

language. Hence, to perform the same calculation or set of instructions on different kinds of

computers would require different machine language programs.

On the other hand, a program written in a high-level language must be processed, or

translated into machine language, before they can run. Consequently, the same high-level

language program could run on your laptop or on the linux system or even a cell phone

application.

B. Compiled versus Interpreted Languages

Depending on which language you write the program in, there are two ways that a

high-level language program is translated into machine language. In a compiled language

(such as C or FORTRAN) there are four steps:

Source code → Compiler → Object Code → Executor → Output

while in an interpreted language there are fewer steps:

Source code → Interpreter → Output
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Python and Java are interpreted languages while C and FORTRAN are compiled. Com-

piled languages are usually slightly faster than interpreted languages for complex programs.

II. FORMAL AND NATURAL LANGUAGES

A. Syntax and Semantics

Natural languages such as English, Russian and Chinese are the languages spoken by

people. They were not designed; instead they evolved in human societies. Formal languages

are designed by people. Mathematical notation is a formal language that expresses relation-

ships between symbols and numbers. Chemists have a formal language to express molecular

structure.

A programming language is a formal language that has been designed

to give instructions to a computer.

Syntax refers to the rules of the formal language. A computer program can only execute

if the syntax is correct. Syntax has two elements: tokens and structure. Tokens are the

basic elements of the formal language. For example in the chemists language the tokens

are the elemental names (H,He, Li etc) and numbers (0,1,2,3,...). Structure refers to the

arrangement of the tokens. Here are a few examples of syntax errors.

1. the chemical formula ZaO it would be illegal because of a token error (The element

Za does not exist).

2. the mathematical expression 3+=3 is illegal even though all the tokens are legal, one

should not place = directly after +.

Semantics refers to the meaning of the sentence. The first step in determining what

a statement means in either a formal or natural language is called parsing. For example

when you hear the sentence, “A bird in hand is worth two in the bush”, you automatically

understand the subject (a bird ) and predicate (in hand is worth two in the bush) and that

the predicate tells you something about the subject.
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B. Differences between Formal and Natural Languages

1. Ambiguity: Natural Languages are full of ambiguity (for example if you hear someone

say “He is outstanding in his field” what is meant?). The semantic sense is established

by context (Is he a farmer?). On the other hand, formal languages are designed to be

completely unambiguous.

2. Redundancy: In order to reduce ambiguity, natural languages, give extra information

to establish context. On the other hand, formal languages are more concise. They

establish meaning with less tokens.

3. Literalness: Natural languages are full of metaphor. For example when you read the

sentence ”A bird in hand is worth two in the bush,” there is no bird, no bush and

no hand. It means it’s better to be content with what you have than to risk losing

everything by seeking more. On the other hand, formal languages mean exactly what

they say.

III. WHAT IS A COMPUTER PROGRAM?

A program is a ordered set of instructions that you wish a computer to carry out. All

languages have the same basic components:

1. input : get data from the keyboard, or a file, or another device such as a mouse

2. output: display data on the screen, or write data to a file or another device

3. math: perform calculations

4. conditional execution: check to see if a condition is satisfied, and if so, execute a certain

set of instructions

5. repetition: computers are built for doing the same thing (with small variations) over

and over again, which would drive a normal human crazy.
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IV. ERRORS AND DEBUGGING

Programming errors are called bugs. The process of removing errors from a program is

called debugging. There are three kinds of errors:

1. Syntax errors. For example, parentheses must come in matching pairs. If the python

interpreter encounters (1+2), there will be no problem, but there will be with (1+2

which is a syntax error. Small errors in spelling and punctuation, which are often not

important in a natural language cause huge problems for the python interpreter.

2. Run-time errors If the program is syntactically correct, the program may fail when it

is running. This is called a run-time error or exception. If you have ever experienced a

program crash (for example, the spinning pizza of death) you have observed a run-time

error which are more common in complex programs .

3. Semantic errors If a program has a semantic error, it will run in the sense that no

error messages will be generated, but it will not do what you have intended. Compare

for example the output of 2/5 versus 2.0/5.0 when using the interpreter.

Debugging is an inevitable part of programming, and some people think it is the most

interesting part, especially finding semantic errors. It is somewhat like the caricature of

“the science method” everyone is taught in elementary school: Observe the phenomena

(determine what is wrong with program), Make a hypothesis (change the program), Test the

Hypothesis (run the program again), Draw Conclusions (did your changes fix the program?).
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